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ABSTRACT
A development of perturbations of number densities of ions and eletrons during
reombination epoh is analysed. The equations for relative perturbations of ioniza-
tion frations were derived from the system of equations for aurate omputation of
the ionization history of the early Universe given by Seager et al. (1999, 2000). It is
shown that strong dependene of ionization and reombination rates on the density
and temperature of plasma provides the signifiant deviations of amplitudes of ion-
ization frations relative perturbations from ones of baryon matter density adiabati
perturbations. Suh deviations are most prominent for osmologial adiabati pertur-
bations of sales larger than sound horizon at reombination epoh. The amplitudes of
relative perturbations of number densities of eletrons and protons at last sattering
surfae exeed by fator of ≃5 the amplitude of relative perturbation of baryons total
number density, for helium ions this ratio reahes the value of ≃18. For subhorizon
osmologial perturbations these ratios appear to be essentially lesser and depend on
osillation phase at the moment of deoupling. These perturbations of number den-
sities of ions and eletrons at reombination epoh do not ontribute to the intrinsi
plasma temperature flutuations but ause the orrugation of last sattering surfae
in optial depth, δzdec/(zdec+1) ≈ −δb/3, at sales larger than sound horizon. It may
result into notieable hanges of prealulated values of CMB polarization pattern at
several degrees angular sales.
Key words: osmology: theoryearly Universeatomi proessesosmi mirowave
bakground
INTRODUCTION
Cosmi mirowave bakground (CMB) radiation oming from reombination epoh has beome one of the most powerful
observational probes for osmologial models of our Universe and formation of its large-sale struture. Indeed, the full-sky
maps of osmi mirowave temperature utuations obtained by Wilkinson Mirowave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) during rst
year of observations have given a possibility to determine the osmologial parameters with high auray, ∼ 2% (Bennet et al.
2003; Verde et al. 2003; Spergel et al. 2003). The urrent data from three year of WMAP observations (Spergel et al. 2006)
and, espeially, expeted from future mission Plank, improve preision of the CMB power spetrum determination to the
level of auray of numerial prealulations done by the most advaned odes in the framework of spei model. For
example, CMBfast ode by Seljak & Zaldarriaga (1996); Zaldarriaga & Seljak (1999) has intrinsi auray ≃ 1%. An adequate
alulation of the reombination proess is ruial for modelling the power spetrum of CMB temperature utuations and
polarization.
The rst analyses of reombination kinetis were arried out by Zel'dovih, Kurt & Sunyaev (1968) and Peebles
(1968) in 1967. In subsequent papers (Matsuda, Sato & Takeda 1971; Zabotin & Nasel'skii 1982; Liubarskii & Sunyaev 1983;
Hummer & Storey 1998; Krolik 1990; Rubiki & Dell'Antonio 1993 and iting therein) the main proesses have been studied
using the 3-level approximation of hydrogen and helium atoms. An auray of few perents has been ahieved. The most
omplete analysis of osmologial reombination proesses with taking into aount the multi-level struture of hydrogen and
helium atoms (≃ 300 levels) and non-equilibrium ionization-reombination kinetis has been performed by Seager, Sasselov
⋆
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& Sott (2000). Also all known plasma thermal proesses were taken into aount therein. These authors have provided
osmologial ommunity with software RECFAST (Seager et al. 1999) whih ensures an auray of alulation of number
density of eletrons ∼ 1%. This ode was used by number of authors to alulate the transfer funtion of density perturba-
tions and power spetrum of CMB temperature utuations and polarization, in partiular, by Seljak & Zaldarriaga (1996);
Zaldarriaga & Seljak (1999) for publily available software CMBFAST. However, the researhes aimed on improving the al-
ulation of reombination and deoupling of the thermal radiation from baryon plasma are still going on (see reent papers by
Dubrovih & Grahev (2005); Chluba & Sunyaev (2006); Kholupenko, Ivanhik & Varshalovih (2005); Wong, Seager & Sott
(2005) and iting therein).
In this paper the evolution of number density perturbations of hydrogen and helium ions and eletrons in the eld of
osmologial matter density perturbations is studied. The osmologial adiabati perturbations losely assoiate the density
and temperature variations in baryon-radiation omponent, leading to the orresponding variations of photoreombination
and photoionization rates, whih in turn an ause appreiable deviations of relative perturbation amplitudes of number
density of ions and eletrons from orresponding amplitude for total number density of baryon nulei. The eetive 3-level
models of hydrogen and helium atoms by Seager et al. (1999) and their software RECFAST were used as a basis. Here all
alulations were arried out for z > 100 when reombination and dissoiation proesses of hydrogen negative ions H− and
moleules H2 and H
+
2 an be negleted due to their insigniane.
In the rst setion the basi equations for hydrogen and helium reombination in homogeneous expanding Universe
are presented along with their numerial solutions for ΛCDM model. The denitions of relative perturbations of number
densities of ions and eletrons, their properties, equations for their evolution and results of integration for the stationary mass
density and temperature initial perturbations are given in the seond setion. The third setion is devoted to the analysis of
perturbations of eletron number density within the adiabati mass density perturbations of dierent sales in ΛCDM model.
An estimation of ontribution of this eet into the orrugation of last sattering surfae and CMB temperature utuations
is arried out in the 4th setion.
1 COSMOLOGICAL RECOMBINATION OF HYDROGEN AND HELIUM ATOMS: DEFINITIONS,
EQUATIONS, RESULTS
Let us introdue the following denitions: nHI and nHII denote the number densities of neutral and ionized hydrogen atoms
respetively, nHeI, nHeII and nHeIII  number densities of neutral, singly and double ionized helium atoms, ne = nHII+nHeII+
2nHeIII  number density of free eletrons, nH = nHI+nHII  total number density of hydrogen nulei, nHe = nHeI+nHeII+nHeIII
 total number density of helium nulei. It is onveniently to use the relative number densities (ionization frations): xHI ≡
nHI/nH  relative abundane of neutral hydrogen, xHII ≡ nHII/nH  the same for ionized hydrogen, xHeI ≡ nHeI/nHe, xHeII ≡
nHeII/nHe, xHeIII ≡ nHeIII/nHe  relative abundanes of neutral helium, singly and double ionized helium atoms, xe ≡ ne/nH
 relative number density of eletrons. The ratio of total number densities of helium and hydrogen nulei we dene as fHe ≡
nHe/nH, whih an be expressed via mass fration of primordial helium YP , so that fHe = YP/4(1 − YP ) (further we assume
YP = 0.24 from Shramm & Turner (1998)). This quantities obey evident relationships: xe = xHII + fHexHeII + 2fHexHeIII,
xHI+xHII = 1, xHeI+xHeII+xHeIII = 1. All following formulae and relations are presented for these relative number densities
of atoms, ions and eletrons.
As it follows from above ited papers and, in partiular, from rened numerial alulations by Seager et al. (1999,
2000) at early stages of universe evolution (z > 104) all hydrogen and helium atoms were ionized ompletely by thermal
photons, so, then xHII = 1, xHI = 0, xHeIII = 1, xHeI = xHeII = 0 and xe = 1 + 2fHe. This is a onsequene of high number
density of thermal high-energy photons apable to rend eletrons from all atoms and ions. In the expanding Universe the
energy of eah photon and temperature of radiation derease ∝ a−1, radiation energy density ∝ a−4, the number and mass
density of baryons and dark matter ∝ a−3, where a is the sale fator whih is assoiated with redshift z by simple relation
a = (z + 1)−1. Already at z ∼ 8000 thermal photons with energies higher than potentials of ionization of HeII from ground
and seond levels reside in the short-wave tail of Plank funtion and their number density beomes too low to keep all helium
in the ionization stage of HeIII. It begins to reombine and at z ∼ 7000 the HeII ions appear. At this moment the time-sale
of Thomson sattering (tT ≃ 3mec(1 + xe + fHe)/(8σTaRT
4
Rxe), the hydrogen reombination time-sale (tHI ≃ 1/neαHI) and
the helium one (tHeII ≃ 1/neαHeII) appear to be essentially lower in omparison with the time-sale of Universe expansion
(tHubble ≃ 2/3H0(1 + z)
3/2
). Thus, matter temperature (eletroni and ioni one) Tm equals to CMB temperature, TR.
Reombination of HeII ours in the onditions of loal thermodynami equilibrium (LTE). In the expressions for time-sales
me denotes the mass of eletron, c is the light speed, σT is the eetive ross-setion of Thomson sattering, aR is the radiation
onstant, αi is the eetive oeients of reombination to the ground states of hydrogen atoms HI and singly ionized helium
atoms, HeII. An ionization fration of helium, xHeIII, is desribed by Saha equation:
xexHeIII
xHeII
=
(2πmekTm)
3/2
h3nH
e−χHeII/kTm . (1)
Whereas at this epoh both hydrogen and helium atoms are ompletely ionized (xHI = 0, xHII = 1, xHeI = 0), xHeII = 1−xHeIII
that means xe = 1 + fHe(1 + xHeIII) and above equation an be easily solved for xe. It proves that already at z ∼ 5000 all
helium atoms beome singly ionized. This holds up to z ∼ 3500 when HeI begins to reombine. At this stage tHubble : tT :
tHI : tHeI ≃ 1 : 0.0000003 : 0.0003 : 0.001 and onditions are lose to LTE. Until the part of HeI onstitutes less than 1% of
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total helium ontent the metastable 2s level plays insigniant role in deviation of radiative reombination rate of HeI from
LTE one and ionized fration xHII is desribed yet enough aurately by Saha equation
xexHeII
xHeI
= 4
(2πmekTm)
3/2
h3nH
e−χHeI/kTm . (2)
Now xHeIII = 0 and xHeI = 1− xHeII. To run an aurate alulation of xHeII we have to obtain the exat value of xe = xHII+
fHexHeII. Approximation xHII = 1 is already too rough sine 0.1%-dereasing of nHII due to hydrogen reombination results in
omparable hange of ne from HeI reombination beause of the prevalent ontent of hydrogen (fH = nH/(nH+nHe) = 0.921).
So, hydrogen reombination must be taken into aount too. At this stage it is desribed by Saha equation:
xexHII
xHI
=
(2πmekTm)
3/2
h3nH
e−χHI/kTm . (3)
The system of these two equations an be redued to ubi algebrai equation for xe whih has one real root:
xe = 2
√
−A/3 cos (α/3) −B/3, (4)
where B = RHI + RHeI, RHeI and RHI are right-hand parts of equations (2) and (3), cosα = C/2
√
−A3/27, A = D − B2/3,
D = RHIRHeI−RHI− fHeRHeI, C = 2B
3/27−BD/3−E, E = −RHIRHeI(1− fHe). I have omplemented the ode RECFAST
by this solution to ahieve orret solution of task formulated above on number density perturbations of ions. However, it
does not aet the results of alulations for x's notieably.
However, suh simple desription of joint hydrogen-helium reombination loses auray very soon, at z ≈ 2800. Primarily
the reombination beomes unequilibrium for HeI beause partiularity of radiative atomi proesses in the expanding ooling
Universe. Both reombination to the ground state and photoionization from it an be omitted beause any reombination
diretly to the ground state will emit a photon with energy greater than potential of ionization and it will immediately ionize
a neighbouring atom. So, the ase B reombination takes plae for HeII as well as for HII. Exited atoms of n > 2 states are
ionized by photons of lower energy, belonging to ontinua of the seond and following series, where the number density of
photons is larger than one of the basi series. Therefore the entire reombination proess of HeI slows down. The ool radiation
eld whih is very strong auses the bottlenek eet (for details see Seager et al. (2000)) reating the overpopulation of
exited states relatively to the Boltzmann distribution. So, the Saha equation does not desribe adequately the reombination
more and equations of detailed balane must be utilized. In the eetive three-level atom approximation they lead to a single
dierential equation for the ionization fration of HeII (Seager et al. 1999):
dxHeII
dz
=
xHeIIxenHαHeII − βHeI(1− xHeII)e
−hν
HeI21s
/kTm
H(z)(1 + z)
1 +KHeIΛHenH(1− xHeII)e
−hνps/kTm
1 +KHeI(ΛHe + βHeI)nH(1− xHeII)e
−hνps/kTm
, (5)
where
αHeI = q
[√
Tm
T2
(
1 +
√
Tm
T2
)1−p(
1 +
√
Tm
T1
)1+p]−1
(6)
is eetive reombination oeient (m3s−1) of HeI (Hummer & Storey 1998), βHeI  photoionization oeient, KHeI ≡
λ3HeI21p/[8πH(z)]  fator whih takes into aount the osmologial redshifting of HeI 2
1p − 11s photons. The values for
the rest of parameters inluded into the right-hand part of equation (6) are listed in Table A1. Like in the previous ase
the rate equation for HeI reombination ought to be integrated jointly with equation for HI reombination. Until nHI is still
lesser than 1% of nH the hydrogen ionization fration, xHII, it an be alulated enough aurate using the Saha equation
(1600 6 z 6 2800). Optial depth for Lyα emission inreases with growth of number of hydrogen atoms in the ground
state. Diuse Lyα photons, two-photon absorption and ollisions as well as asade reombination from upper levels result in
overpopulation of the rst exited level. Instantaneous spontaneous transition 2p−1s originates Lyα photon whih is reabsorbed
immediately by neighbouring HI atoms in the ground state and distribution of levels populations remains unhanged (ase
B reombination). The metastable state 2s of HI is very important for the reombination kinetis beause at these redshifts
the probability of two-photon 2s − 1s transition is muh smaller than one of photoionization. Therefore, hydrogen atoms
an be ionized from the rst exited state by photons of Balmer ontinuum, the number density in whih exeeds the one
of Lyman ontinuum. Jointly with the overpopulation of upper levels relative to a Boltzmann distribution in the strong ool
radiation eld (the bottlenek eet Seager et al. (2000)) it leads to non-equilibrium kinetis of reombination. In this ase
the equation of detailed balane must be used to nd hydrogen ionization fration (Peebles 1968; Seager et al. 1999):
dxHII
dz
=
xexHIInHαH − βH(1− xHII)e
−hνH2s/kTm
H(z)(1 + z)
1 +KHΛHnH(1− xHII)
1 +KH(ΛH + βH)nH(1− xHII)
, (7)
where
αH = F · 10
−19atb/(1 + ctd) m3s−1 (8)
hydrogen reombination oeient (Pequignot et al. 1991), t = Tm/10
4
,KH ≡ λ
3
H2p/[8πH(z)]  fator whih take into aount
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Figure 1. Hydrogen and helium reombination in ΛCDM model (Ωb = 0.05, ΩCDM = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.65, h = 0.65) (top panel). The
dependenes of radiation temperature TR (K), matter temperature Tm (K), total hydrogen number density nH (m
−3
), number density
of eletrons ne (m−3) and Thomson sattering optial depth τ =
∫ a
0
cσTneH
−1d lna on sale fator a = (z + 1)−1 (bottom panel).
osmologial redshifting of Lyα photons. Values for rest of parameters are presented in Table A1. Photoionization oeients
in (5) and (7) are alulated via the ase B reombination oeients in the following way:
β = α(2πmekTm/h
2)3/2e−hν2s−1s/kTm . (9)
The temperature of eletrons and ions, Tm, pratially oinides with radiation temperature, TR, in the range before
z ∼ 800, sine until this moment the time-sale of Thomson sattering remains essentially lower than the time-sale of
Universe expansion, tT/tHubble < 10
−3
. Therefore, until this moment the rate of temperature dereasing is governed by
adiabati ooling of radiation (γ = 4/3) aused by Universe expansion:
dTm
dz
=
Tm
(1 + z)
. (10)
After reombination, at z < 800, adiabati ooling of ideal gas (γ = 5/3) begins to dominate over the heating aused
by Compton eet whih is a main proess of energy transfer between eletrons and photons. Cooling of plasma via free-
free, free-bound and bound-bound transitions and ollisional ionization as well as heating via photoionization and ollisional
reombination gives insigniant ontribution into the rate of temperature hange, it does not exeed the 0.01% of main
proesses  adiabati ooling and heating by Compton eet (Seager et al. 2000). So, at this epoh the following equation for
the rate of temperature hange proves to be enough aurate (Weymann 1965; Peebles 1968; Seager et al. 1999):
dTm
dz
=
8σTaRT
4
R
3H(z)(1 + z)mec
xe(Tm − TR)
1 + fHe + xe
+
2Tm
(1 + z)
, (11)
The Table A1 lists the values of all atomi onstants and oeients of approximation formulae seen in equations (1)-(11).
The results of alulations of ionization history in the ΛCDM model of the Universe, performed on the base of equations
(1)-(11) and RECFAST ode omplemented by solution (4), are presented in Fig.1. There are also shown the dependenes
of radiation temperature TR, matter temperature Tm, number density of hydrogen nulei nH, number density of eletrons ne
and optial depth τ due to Thomson sattering by eletrons τ (z) =
∫ z
0
cσTne(z)H
−1(z)(z + 1)−1dz on redshift z (top absissa
axis in gure). In onsequene of rapid expansion of the Universe and non-equilibrium kinetis of reombination-ionisation
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proesses the hydrogen and helium reombinations do not nish with absolutely neutral medium and some ionized frations
persist at low redshifts that is alled the residual ionization. The alulations show that at z = 200 xe ≈ xHII = 6.7 · 10
−4
(Fig.1), xHeII = 9.2 · 10
−10
and at z = 0 xe ≈ xHII = 4.1 · 10
−4
, xHeII = 8.1 · 10
−10
(an emergene of hydrogen moleules H2,
H+2 and negative hydrogen ions, H
−
, does not hange these values essentially sine their number densities are of several orders
lower than free eletrons ones (Seager et al. 2000)). Residual values of ions frations derease with inreasing of total baryon
ontent. In fat, if Ωb = 0.06 then at z = 200 xe ≈ xHII = 6.3 ·10
−4
, xHeII = 2.0 ·10
−10
. Stronger dependene of residual values
of helium ionized fration (HeII) on baryon ontent when ompared to the hydrogen one (HII) is explained by dierent atomi
strutures of HI and HeI atoms and onditions under whih these reombinations our: helium due to its higher potential of
ionization starts to reombine earlier when number densities of plasma partiles are higher and its reombination proeed in
the onditions of high number density of free eletrons aused by the omplete hydrogen ionization.
2 PERTURBATIONS OF NUMBER DENSITIES OF IONS AND ELECTRONS
2.1 Denitions
Let the values of ionization frations of HI, HII, HeI, HeII, HeIII and eletrons averaged over the whole spae at xed
osmologial time be xi, where i marks eah omponent among them. Let us denote as xˆi the loal value of relative number
density of eah omponent in the range of osmologial density perturbation of baryoni matter δb ≡ δρb/ρb ≪ 1, were ρb is its
matter density. Its deviation from mean value we mark as δxi, so that xˆi = xi+δxi and δxi is alled the perturbation of relative
number density of i-th omponent. Relative perturbations of relative number densities of ions and free eletrons we dene
as ∆i ≡ δxi/xi. It is obvious that ∆e = δne/ne − δnH/nH, ∆HII = δnHII/nHII − δnH/nH, ∆HeII = δnHeII/nHeII − δnHe/nHe,
∆HeIII = δnHeIII/nHeIII − δnHe/nHe. We suppose that primordial hemial omposition of baryon matter is uniform (fHe is
onstant), so δnH/nH = δnHe/nHe = δb and
∆i = δi − δb, (12)
where δi ≡ δni/ni = ∆i + δb is relative number density perturbation of i-th omponent. It must be noted, that in expanding
universe the reombination does not end with the ompletely neutral hydrogen or helium, but with residual ionization (see
last paragraph of previous setion). Therefore, none of values ni does reah zero and ambiguity of ”0/0”-type in δi does not
appear. So, ∆i's do not take diverging values ever as it seen from (12). Numerial results presented below prove that.
Therefore, ∆i is dierene of two relative perturbations: of number density of i-th omponent and density of all baryoni
matter. Sine δi and δb are salar funtions of four oordinates in some gauge, so under the gauge transformations whih do
not hange the osmologial bakground harateristis (mean CMB temperature, isotropi Hubble expansion et.) eah from
them is transformed by adding the same expression from omponent of transformation of time oordinate (see for details
Bardeen (1980); Kodama & Sasaki (1984); Durrer (2001)). Whereas in (12) they appear with opposite signs then ∆i's keep
unhanged under suh transformations, so they are gauge-invariant quantities.
If ionization degree does not hange with time, that is valid when hydrogen or helium are entirely ionized, then δi = δb
and ∆i = 0. If the photoreombination and photoionization rates as well as ionization degree of some omponent hange, then
δi and δb an vary with dierent rates beause the altering of δb is driven by gravitation and stress of baryon-photon plasma,
while δi is additionally inuened by kinetis of ionization-reombination proesses. Therefore, ∆i is measure of deviation of
relative number density perturbations of i-th omponent from relative density perturbation of total baryon omponent as a
result of hanging of reombination and ionization rates within osmologial density perturbation.
At enough early stage of evolution of the Universe for adiabati density perturbations of sales larger than the horizon
δm = δb and relative perturbations of radiation energy density δR ≡ δǫR/ǫR = 4δb/3. Sine ǫR = aT
4
R, then δTR ≡ δTR/TR =
1/3δb. For isothermal perturbations δTR = 0.
2.2 Equations
Long before and muh after reombination the loal baryon mass density utuations most probably lead to orresponding
perturbations of number densities of ions and eletrons, δi ≈ δb. But at the reombination epoh beause of dependene of
ionization-reombination proess rates on density and temperature of baryon matter the distribution of atoms over ionization
stages within those perturbations will somewhat depart from bakground one and ∆i 6= 0 is expeted to be true. We study
the osmologial perturbations of small amplitudes, so the ratio tHubble : tT : tHI : tHeI remains pratially the same as
for bakground. It means that within osmologial perturbations the same equations (1)-(11) are appliable and onnetion
between the perturbations of ion number density and osmologial perturbations of density and temperature may be obtained
by variation of those equations.
Varying the variables nH, Tm, xHeII, xHeIII and xe in the equation (1) we will obtain:
∆HeIII =
xe(1− xHeIII)
xe + (1− xHeIII)xHeIIIfHe
[(
3
2
+
χHeII
kTm
)
δTm − δb
]
, ∆HeII = −∆HeIII, ∆e =
xHeIII
xe
fHe∆HeIII, (13)
Here it is assumed that xHI = xHeI = 0 at z > 3500 and relative perturbations of rest of omponents have vanished too.
One an see that relative perturbations of relative number densities of ions HeIII is the linear ombination of osmologial
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perturbations of temperature and mass density of baryon matter. Within an adiabati perturbation ∆HeIII has the same
sign as temperature utuation and opposite to mass density one. The values of xe and xHeIII are alulated from (1). The
asymptotial behaviour of ∆HeIII follows from (13): at z > 7000 when xHeIII → 1 (all helium atoms beome double ionized)
∆HeIII → 0 (δHeIII = δb). On the other hand, at z < 5000 when xHeIII → 0 ∆HeIII →
χHeII
kTm
δTm and inreases with temperature
dereasing. It is obvious that the seond asymptotis is not physially orret. Indeed, suh monotonous inreasing of ∆HeIII
is aused by vanishing of xHeIII (see Fig.1) and does not desribe the real number density perturbation of HeIII ions. That is
why in Fig.2 in the range of 5000 < z < 7000 the absolute values of perturbations of number density δxHeIII and δxHeII are
presented.
At 3500 < z < 5000 both hydrogen and helium are entirely ionized: xHII = xHeII = 1, xHI = xHeI = xHeIII = 0. So, at this
period the amplitudes of all relative perturbations equal to zero. With subsequent dereasing of temperature the HeI atoms
and afterwards HI ones begin to reombine. The kinetis of their reombination is desribed by Saha equations (2) and (3).
Variation of these equations gives the following expressions for relative perturbations of relative number density of helium
∆HeII, hydrogen ∆HII and free eletrons ∆e:
∆HeII = (1− xHeII)
(1− xHII)xHII
(
χHI
kTm
− χHeI
kTm
)
δTm + xe
[(
3
2
+ χHeI
kTm
)
δTm − δb
]
(1− xHII)xHII + (1− xHeII)xHeIIfHe − xe
, (14)
∆HII =
(1− xHII)xe
[(
3
2
+ χHI
kTm
)
δTm − δb
]
(1− xHII)xHII + (1− xHeII)xHeIIfHe − xe
, (15)
∆e =
(1− xHII)xHII
χHI
kTm
(1 + (1− xHeII)xHeII/xe)
(1− xHII)xHII + (1− xHeII)xHeIIfHe − xe
δTm +
(1− xHeII)xHeII
χHeI
kTm
(fHe − (1− xHII)xHII/xe)
(1− xHII)xHII + (1− xHeII)xHeIIfHe − xe
δTm +
+
(1− xHII)xHII + (1− xHeII)xHeIIfHe
(1− xHII)xHII + (1− xHeII)xHeIIfHe − xe
[
3
2
δTm − δb
]
(16)
Their asymptoti behaviour for xHeII → 1 and xHII → 1 agrees with our antiipations and appears to be the same as for
∆HeIII ase: ∆HeII, ∆HII and ∆e → 0. Other asymptotis for xHeII → 0 and xHII → 0 have not physial sense, sine for
xHeII 6 0.99 and xHII 6 0.99 it is neessary to use the non-equilibrium rate equations and energy balane (5)-(11). In this
ase the dierential equations for relative perturbations ∆HII, ∆HeII and δTm are obtained by variation of (5)-(11):
xHeII
d∆HeII
dz
=
(
1 +KHeIΛHenH(1− xHeII)e
−hνps/kTm
)
xHeIIxenHαHeII
H(z)(1 + z)
(
1 +KHeI(ΛHe + βHeI)nH(1− xHeII)e
−hνps/kTm
) [∆e +∆HeII + δb + δαHeI
αHeI
]
−
−
(
1 +KHeIΛHenH(1− xHeII)e
−hνps/kTm
)
βHeI(1− xHeII)e
−hν
HeI21s
/kTm
H(z)(1 + z)
(
1 +KHeI(ΛHe + βHeI)nH(1− xHeII)e
−hνps/kTm
) [ δβHeI
βHeI
−
xHeII
1− xHeII
∆HeII +
hνHeI21s
kTm
δTm
]
+
+
dxHeII
dz
KHeIΛHenH(1− xHeII)e
−hνps/kTm
1 +KHeIΛHenH(1− xHeII)e
−hνps/kTm
[
δb −
xHII
1− xHII
∆HeII +
hνps
kTm
δTm
]
−∆HeII
dxHeII
dz
− (17)
−
dxHeII
dz
KHeI(ΛHe + βHeI)nH(1− xHeII)e
−hνps/kTm
1 +KHeI(ΛHe + βHeI)nH(1− xHeII)e
−hνps/kTm
[
δb −
xHII
1− xHII
∆HeII +
hνps
kTm
δTm +
βHeI
ΛHe + βHeI
δβHeI
βHeI
]
,
xHII
d∆HII
dz
=
(1 +KHIΛHnH(1− xHII)) xHIIxenHαHII
H(z)(1 + z) (1 +KHI(ΛH + βHI)nH(1− xHII))
[
∆e +∆HII + δb +
δαHI
αHI
]
+
+
(1 +KHIΛHnH(1− xHII)) βHI(1− xHII)e
−hνH2s/kTm
H(z)(1 + z) (1 +KHI(ΛH + βHI)nH(1− xHII))
[
δβHI
βHI
−
xHII
1− xHII
∆HII +
hνHI2s
kTm
δTm
]
+
+
dxHII
dz
KHIΛHnH(1− xHII)
1 +KHIΛHnH(1− xHII)
[
δb −
xHII
1− xHII
∆HII
]
−∆HII
dxHII
dz
− (18)
−
dxHII
dz
KHI(ΛH + βHI)nH(1− xHII)
1 +KHI(ΛH + βHI)nH(1− xHII)
[
δb −
xHII
1− xHII
∆HII +
βHI
ΛH + βHI
δβHI
βHI
]
,
Tm
dδTm
dz
=
8σTaRT
4
R
3H(z)(1 + z)mec
xe
1 + fHe + xe
[
4(Tm − TR)δTm +
1 + fHe
1 + fHe + xe
(Tm − TR)∆e + TmδTm − TRδTR
]
+
+
2Tm
1 + z
δTm −
dTm
dz
δTm , (19)
where
dxHeII
dz
,
dxHII
dz
and
dTm
dz
mean the same as the right-hand side of (5), (7) and (11) respetively. The variations of
reombination oeients are expressed via temperature perturbations by the equations:
δαHI
αHI
=
(
b−
d · c · td
1 + c · td
)
δTm ,
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δαHeI
αHeI
= −
1
2
(
1 +
(1− p)
√
Tm/T2
1 +
√
Tm/T2
+
(1 + p)
√
Tm/T1
1 +
√
Tm/T1
)
δTm ,
Then the variations of photoionization rates an be alulated in the following way:
δβi
βi
=
δαi
αi
+
3
2
δTm +
hνi2s
kTm
δTm .
So, equations (17)-(19) onstitute the system of three ordinary linear dierential equations of rst order for relative
perturbations of ions and eletrons relative number densities and matter temperature, whih an be solved using the publily
available ode DVERK
1
. The initial data for them are equilibrium values of relative perturbations of ion relative number
density at the moment when xHII > 0.99 and xHeII > 0.99 alulated by (14)-(15).
Let us use the equations (13)-(19) to analyse the evolution of relative ion density perturbations and temperature of
baryoni matter. Sine all these equations have solutions in unperturbed problem therefore it seems naturally to supplement
the ode RECFAST (Seager et al. 1999) with blok for alulation of perturbations of ionized frations. The omplemented
ode drecfast.f 2 is used further in our analysis of perturbations of ion number density and matter temperature.
2.3 Results
To estimate the magnitude of probable eet it is useful rst to onsider the stationary adiabati mass density perturbation
of baryon matter with some amplitude. Its spatial shape does not matter for our analysis. One may assume for simpliity that
it is homogeneous in some region of spae.
The results of alulations of ion number density relative perturbations (13)-(19) aused by adiabati positive matter
density perturbation (overdensity) with δb = 10
−4
and δTR = δb/3 as well as isothermal (δb = 10
−4
, δTR = 0) and thermal
(δb = 0, δTR =
1
3
· 10−4) ones are presented in Fig.2 for the range of redshifts 200 < z < 10000. One an see that the
appreiable deviations of relative perturbations of ion number density ∆HII, ∆HeII and ∆e from perturbation of total baryon
mass density δb arise in osmologial reombination epoh (800 < z < 1500) as result of ampliation of photoreombination
and photoionization rates. So, the amplitudes of relative perturbations of number densities of protons and eletrons are of ≃ 5
times higher than the amplitude of total baryon number density perturbation. For helium ions HeII suh ratio is even higher,
≃ 18. However, suh large amplitude pratially does not ontribute to the number density perturbations of free eletrons: in
the Fig.2 ∆HII and ∆e are superposed in the range of 200 < z < 1500. This is beause of too low number density of helium
ions. Indeed, at z ≃ 1200, when xHII ≃ 0.5, xHeII < 0.0003. Also one an see, that relative temperature perturbations are equal
to the initial ones beause of dominant CMB radiation in the energy balane of reombinational plasma. So, the utuations
in ionization-reombination rates aused by osmologial adiabati perturbations do not result into additional notieable loal
utuations of CMB and eletron-ion temperatures.
The gures in the middle and bottom panels illustrate the role of the initial mass density perturbation and initial
temperature perturbation in arising of perturbations of number densities of ions and eletrons.
For the adiabati negative (underdensity) perturbations as well as for the isothermal underdensity and old thermal
ones the pitures are symmetri as follows from equations (13)-(19).
3 PERTURBATIONS OF NUMBER DENSITY OF ELECTRONS IN ΛCDM MODEL
In previous setion we have analysed the perturbations of number density of ions in the framework of toy model of stationary
perturbations. In reality, the amplitudes of adiabati osmologial perturbations evolve due to gravitational attration and
repulsion by stress in baryon-photon plasma in potential wells reated by the density perturbations of dark matter, see for
example Bardeen (1980); Kodama & Sasaki (1984); Ma & Bertshinger (1995); Hu & Sugiyama (1995); Durrer (2001) and
iting therein. When the sale of perturbation beomes substantially smaller than sale of aousti horizon (Jeans sale),
then adiabati perturbations in the baryon-photon plasma start to osillate like the standing aousti waves. In onsequene
of reombination the Jeans sale drops and the previously osillating amplitudes of perturbations in baryon omponent
start to monotonously inrease mainly under inuene of gravitational attration of dark matter density perturbations. The
amplitudes of perturbations with sale larger than aousti horizon at reombination epoh inreased δb ∝ t
1/2
in radiation-
dominated epoh and δb ∝ t
2/3
after reombination in dust-like Universe. In papers (Bardeen 1980; Kodama & Sasaki 1984;
Ma & Bertshinger 1995; Hu & Sugiyama 1995; Durrer 2001) one an nd analytial solutions of relevant equations for
evolution of relative density perturbations in simplied ases of single omponent mediums as well as the numerial solutions
for realisti multi-omponent Universe.
I shall use here the numerial approah by Ma & Bertshinger (1995) and their pakage of FORTRAN programs COS-
MICS
3
in order to alulate the amplitude of baryon density perturbations in multi-omponent medium for synhronous gauge.
The evolution of amplitudes of adiabati density perturbations for eah omponent of Hot plus Cold Dark Matter (HCDM)
1
It is reated by T.E. Hull, W.H.Enright, K.R. Jakson in 1976 and is available at site http://www.s.toronto.edu/NA/dverk.f.gz
2
available at http://astro.franko.lviv.ua/∼novos/
3
It is available at site http://arturus.mit.edu/osmis/
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Figure 2. The relative number density perturbations of ions of helium, hydrogen and free eletrons aused by adiabati positive
(overdensity) matter density initial perturbation (top panel), by isothermal perturbation (middle panel) and by hot thermal initial
flutuation (bottom panel).
and ΛCDM models are shown in the Fig.3. The sale of these perturbations in Fourier spae is k = 0.1Mp−1, that atually
equals to the horizon distane at the epoh of radiation-matter equality and amounts approximately 1/4 of the horizon size
at the deoupling epoh. So, starting from radiation-matter equality epoh (aeq ≃ 2 · 10
−4Ωmh
2
) the amplitudes of density
perturbations in baryon-photon plasma osillate aoustially till the reombination (arec ≃ 10
−3
). The detailed analysis of
the evolution of density perturbations of dierent sales in the multi-omponent Universe one an nd in Ma & Bertshinger
(1995).
In order to analyse the perturbations of number densities of ions and eletrons aused by osmologial baryon density
perturbations the ode drefast.f was omplemented by the COSMICS' ode linger_syn.f as subroutine, so, that amplitude of
baryon mass density perturbation δb and radiation temperature δTR = δR/4 were prealulated at eah step of integration of
the equations system (13)-(19). Results of joint alulations the ion number density and mass density perturbations of dierent
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Figure 3. Evolution of amplitudes of adiabati density perturbations for different omponents of HCDM (Ωb = 0.05, ΩCDM = 0.75,
Ων = 0.2, h = 0.65) and ΛCDM (Ωb = 0.05, ΩCDM = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.65, h = 0.65) multi-omponent models in synhronous gauge as
alulated by COSMICS ode (arbitrary normalization). The lines represent the relative density perturbation of baryons δb (solid line),
thermal eletromagneti radiation δR (dash-three dotted line), old dark matter δc (dash-dotted line), massless (long-dashed line) and
massive (short-dashed line) neutrino. The sale of perturbations in Fourier spae is k = 0.1Mp−1.
sales in ΛCDM model are presented in Fig.4. In the left-hand olumn the evolution of relative mass density perturbations
δb, δR and δc for the baryon, photon and CDM omponents (adiabati initial onditions) are shown. Five wave numbers
are plotted: k = 0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.1 Mp−1 (from top to bottom). In the right-hand olumn the perturbations of
number density of eletrons against baryon mass density ones are shown for the same wave numbers. In eah gure the visibility
funtion dτ/dze−τ is shown by dotted line in order to mark the position of last sattering surfae. The peak of this funtion
is found at z = 1088 and, in fat, denotes moment of deoupling of photons and baryons. The partile horizon at this moment
equals ηdec ≃ 278Mp (kdec ≃ 0.023Mp
−1
), sound horizon (or Jeans sale) is λsdec ≃ 160Mp (k
s
dec ≃ 0.039Mp
−1
). Therefore,
the wave numbers of partile and sound horizons at deoupling epoh fall within the range of plotted k and behaviour of
baryon mass density and free eletron number density perturbations of sales larger, omparable and lower in omparison
with horizons are revealed. For modes with k < 0.01Mp−1 the relative amplitude, shape and position of peak of eletron
number density perturbation are the same as for k = 0.01Mp−1 mode. For them the peak of δe is situated at 900 6 z 6 910
and ratio of amplitudes δe/δb ≃ 4.5. For modes with k > 0.01Mp
−1
the relative amplitude, shape and position of peak of
eletron number density perturbation vary: when a wave number inreases starting from 0.01 to ksdec the peak position δe
shifts to the position of visibility funtion peak with approximately the same ratio of δe/δb ≈ 4.5. For modes with k > k
s
dec
the value of δe radially dereases and makes several osillation around value of δb depending on phase of δR osillation at
deoupling epoh. So, ion number density utuations at deoupling epoh aused by reombination kinetis in the range
of adiabati density perturbations are most prominent for the large-sale perturbations with k 6 ksdec. At z < 800, when
ionization beome residual, δe beomes lesser than δb independently of sale of baryon density perturbation. The dierene
aquires the value ∼ 20% at z ∼ 200. It is aused by inreasing of δb on all sales under gravitational potential of dark matter
density perturbations, so, the probability of reombination is slightly higher in suh regions. It is similar to the residual
ionization and its inverse dependene on baryon density.
Finally it should be noted that presented results do not depend essentially on exat values of osmologial parameters of
non-exoti models and are pratially the same for parameters of WMAP onordane model.
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Figure 4. Left-hand olumn: evolution of relative density perturbations δb, δR and δc for the baryon (solid line), photon (dash-three
dotted line) and CDM (dash-dotted line) omponents with adiabati initial onditions and free normalization. Right-hand olumn:
eletron number density perturbations against baryon mass density ones. The amplitudes of all perturbations are in dimensionless units
10−5. The visibility funtion dτ/dze−τ (multiplied by 0.018 for onveniene, dotted line) denotes the position of last sattering surfae.
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4 ∆E AND CORRUGATION OF LAST SCATTERING SURFACE
The results presented in Fig.2 prove that ion number density utuations aused by kinetis of ionization-reombination
proesses in the eld of osmologial adiabati perturbations do not lead to appreiable additional loal temperature utu-
ations. This was expeted beause of dominating role of the thermal (reli) eletromagneti radiation in the energy balane
of photon-baryon plasma. However, to alulate of CMB temperature utuations and polarization at high auray in order
to ahieve better agreement between theory and observations it is neessary to take into aount the ontributions of suh
eletron number density utuations into optial depth τ aused by Thomson sattering .
The visibility funtion dτ/dze−τ , where τ (z) =
∫ z
0
cσTne(z)H
−1(z)(z + 1)−1dz, represents the probability that a photon
was sattered for the last time within dz of z. So, the main part of CMB photons ome to observer from the viinity of maximum
of visibility funtion. The utuations of number density of eletrons result into faint orrugation of last sattering surfae of
thermal reli radiation: the maximum of visibility funtion will be at somewhat lower redshifts for overdensity perturbations
and at somewhat higher redshifts for underdensities than for unperturbed region. We an estimate this eet in the following
way.
The redshift of peak an be determined from the ondition of loal extremum giving the equation:
1
xe
dxe
dz
−
1
H(z)
dH(z)
dz
+
2
z + 1
−
cσTnHxe(z)
H(z)(z + 1)
= 0, (20)
where ne(z) is unperturbed number density of eletrons shown in Fig.1, H(z) =
H0
[
ΩR(z + 1)
4 +Ωm(z + 1)
3 + Ωk(z + 1)
2 + ΩΛ
]1/2
is Hubble onstant. Its solution for z gives a position of peak of
visibility funtion in unperturbed medium. For ΛCDM model with the same parameters as for Fig.4 using the numerial
solution we obtain zdec ≃ 1088. In the range of perturbation, where nˆH = nH(1 + δb) and xˆe = xe(1 + ∆e), it is expeted
to be zˆdec = zdec + δzdec. The displaement of peak δzdec an be estimated by variation of equation (20) and expanding of
funtions xe(zˆdec) and nH(zˆdec) into Taylor series about zdec (in linear approximation):
δz
z + 1
=
[
cσTnHxe(z)
H(z)(z + 1)
(δb +∆e)−
d∆e
dz
]
×
[
cσTnHxe(z)
H(z)(z + 1)
(
1
H(z)
dH(z)
dz
(z + 1)−
1
xe
dxe
dz
(z + 1) − 2
)
− (z + 1)
d
dz
(
1
H(z)
dH(z)
dz
−
1
xe
dxe
dz
)
−
2
z + 1
]
−1
. (21)
Therefore, suh displaement depends on the amplitude of ∆e + δb = δe and the gradient of ∆e. For arbitrary normalisation
of amplitude of osmologial perturbations it is onveniently to present the result in units of relative density perturbations
of baryon-photon plasma omponents and for large-sale perturbations (k < ksdec) we have: δzdec/(zdec + 1) ≈ −0.25δR =
−0.33δb. If we suppose ∆e = 0 (ion number density perturbations follow the baryon mass density ones) then δzdec/(zdec +
1) ≈ −0.051δR = −0.068δb . So, the ampliation of perturbation amplitudes of eletron number density by reombination
proesses makes the last sattering surfae more orrugated in optial depth. Suh orrugation results into observable
CMB temperature utuations.
We an make the estimation of this eet. Let us suppose that major part of CMB photons ome from thin last sattering
surfae plaed at zdec from unperturbed medium and zˆdec = zdec + δzdec from perturbed one. Beause temperature of
the thermal radiation at zdec and at zˆdec is the same then its observable variation follows from the well-known relation
T0 = Tdec/(zdec + 1): (δT0/T0)cor = −δzdec/(zdec + 1) ≈ 0.25δR = 0.33δb that equals to intrinsi adiabati CMB temperature
utuation, (δT0/T0)ad = δR/4 = δb/3, exatly. It is other way for alulation of adiabati term of CMB primary anisotropy,
whih, however, requires the aurate prealulation of ∆e or δe dierent from δb at last sattering surfae. When we suppose
that δe = δb (∆e = 0) then (δT0/T0)cor ≈ 0.2 (δT0/T0)ad that is inorret.
For small-sale perturbations k > ksdec, the value of δzdec/(zdec + 1) will be smaller and its sign will alternate depending
on osillation phases of δR and δb at zdec. The assumption of thin LSS is too rough in this ase to make orret estimation.
The line-of-sight integration must be undertaken here beause of fuzziness eet leading to exponential redution of any
primary CMB anisotropy. Unfortunately, straightforward substitution of refast.f subroutine by drefast.f one in available
odes (CMBfast, CMBEASY et.) for alulation of temperature and polarization Cl 's does not give orret estimation of
possible hanges to CMB power spetra aused by eet demonstrated here. It looks that ollision term onneted with
Thomson sattering in eletron density perturbed region and Boltzmann equation for photons must be generalized to take
this eet into aount properly. It will be the matter of the separate paper.
CONCLUSIONS
In the eld of adiabati density perturbations the rates of hydrogen and helium ionization-reombination proesses slightly
dier from those in the non-perturbed medium. On the one hand the rate of reombination inreases due to somewhat larger
number density of plasma partiles in the overdense region, on the other hand the photoionization is inreased too due to
positive temperature initial perturbation sine number density of photons apable to ionize atoms is slightly higher, rising the
level of ionization. The seond eet prevails at the beginning of reombination epoh and ompetition of eets results into
the positive additional overdensity of ions and eletrons. For initial perturbations with opposite sign (underdense region) all
results are symmetri. The eet is prominent for large-sale initial perturbations (k 6 ksdec) whih never osillate aoustially.
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Thus, the maximal amplitude of perturbations of proton and eletron relative number density during the reombination epoh
is by fator of ≃ 5 higher than amplitude of δb, baryon density perturbations. For helium it is ≃ 18 times higher, but pratially
does not inuene the amplitude of perturbations of eletron relative number density beause of low level of ionization at
z < 1200. For initial perturbations of sales inside aousti horizon at deoupling epoh (k > ksdec) the deviations of ion
number density perturbations from baryon total density ones vanish owing to the temperature and density osillations of
photon-baryon plasma during reombination. They are small also for isothermal initial perturbations.
At lower redshifts, when ionization beomes residual and baryon mass density perturbation inreases the eletron number
density perturbations δe beomes lesser than δb independently of sale of baryon density perturbation. The dierene aquires
∼ 20% at z ∼ 200.
Revealed deviations of eletron number density perturbations amplitudes from baryon total density ones at osmologial
reombination epoh do not lead to appreiable additional loal temperature utuations in matter or thermal radiation. But
they result in faint optial depth orrugation of last sattering surfae: δzdec/(zdec + 1) ≈ −0.33δb at sales larger than
sound horizon. Taking them into aount may improve the agreement between theoretial preditions and observable data of
urrent WMAP and future PLANCK missions on large-sale CMB anisotropy and polarization.
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Table A1. Atomi onstants and oeffiients of approximation formulae
Constant Value Soure Formula
χHI 2.17871122 · 10
−18
J Seager et al. (1999) (3),(15)
χHeI 3.9393393 · 10
−18
J Seager et al. (1999) (2), (14)
χHeII 8.71869443 · 10
−18
J Seager et al. (1999) (1),(13)
hνH2s 1.63403509 · 10
−18
J Seager et al. (1999) (7),(18)
hνps 3.30301387 · 10−18 J Seager et al. (1999) (5),(17)
hνHeI21s 9.64908312 · 10
−20
J Seager et al. (1999) (5),(17)
hν2s−1s (HI) 5.4467613 · 10−19 J Pequignot et al. (1991) (9)
hν2s−1s (HeII) 6.36325429 · 10−19 J Hummer & Storey (1998) (9)
λH2p 121.567 nm Seager et al. (1999); Verner & Ferland (1996) (7),(18)
λHeI21p 58.4334 nm Seager et al. (1999); Verner & Ferland (1996) (5),(17)
F 1.14 Seager et al. (1999) (8)
a 4.309 Pequignot et al. (1991) (8)
b -0.6166 Pequignot et al. (1991) (8)
 0.6703 Pequignot et al. (1991) (8)
d 0.5300 Pequignot et al. (1991) (8)
q 1.80301774 · 10−17 Hummer & Storey (1998) (6)
p 0.711 Hummer & Storey (1998) (6)
T1 1.30016958 · 105 K Hummer & Storey (1998) (6)
T2 3K Hummer & Storey (1998) (6)
ΛH 8.22458 c
−1
Goldman (1989) (7),(18)
ΛHe 51.3 c
−1
Drake et al. (1969) (5),(17)
APPENDIX A: THE VALUES OF ATOMIC CONSTANTS AND COEFFICIENTS OF
APPROXIMATION FORMULAE USED IN NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS
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